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Abstract 

Terrestrial laser scanner has been used to identify prone-to-fail configurations in a rock cliff. Rock falls 

that occurred during 3 years in a limestone cliff have been detected by comparison of successive point 

clouds. The fallen compartments have been modelled by a mesh using the 3DReshaper software, giving 

information on volume, dimensions and failure mechanism (slide or topple) of rockfalls. Then the com-

partments have been approximated by polyhedrons to describe the different failure configurations in rela-

tion with the structural settings of the rock mass, which has been studied using the Coltop3D software. 

 

Key words: Rockfall, Terrestrial laser scanner, LiDAR, Failure configuration. 

 

1.  Introduction 

Development of Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) 

investigation methods help to quantify geological 

processes, such as rockfalls (ABELLAN et al, 

2010), erosional processes (LOYE et al, 2012, LIM 

et al, 2010), landslides (BRIDEAU et al, 2011, OP-

PIKOFER et al, 2009), discontinuity characterisa-

tion (STURZENEGGER & STEAD, 2009).This study 

focuses on an high limestone cliff in the Subal-

pine ranges, in the French Alps. The TLS investi-

gation permits to get a quasi-exhaustive inventory 

of rockfalls larger than a threshold for a time pe-

riod of 3 years. The obtained point clouds were 

analysed to get a structural analysis at different 

scales of the cliff, which will be put in relation 

with the failure configurations (STURZENEGGER et 

al, 2007). It will permit to better estimate the 

prone-to-fail compartments in relation with the 

rock mass structure.   

2.  The Mont Saint Eynard 

The Mont Saint Eynard is located North East of 

Grenoble, Isère, French Alps (figure 1). It is a 

long doubled cliff, making up the western border 

of the Isère Valley and the oriental edge of the 

Chartreuse Massif. It peaks at 1308 m ASL. 

Its global morphology consists of two 7 km long 

subvertical cliffs dipping south-east. The lower 

cliff is 240m high, separated from the 120m high 

upper cliff by a ledge covered with forest. This  

 

 

morphology corresponds to a marl-limestone al-

ternation: 

 Upper cliff: massive limestone of the Ti-

thonian stage, thickly bedded 

 Forested ledge: marl and marly lime-

stone of the lower Kimmeridgian stage 

 Lower cliff: thinly bedded limestone of 

the Sequanian stage (fine calcareous 

paste with radiolarias, scarce marly beds) 

 Talus slope: marls and marly limestones 

of the Oxfordian stage 

The SW-NE trending cliff belongs to the eastern 

side of the Sappey syncline, which dips North in 

the direction N10 (figure 1). Two subvertical dex-

tral faults cut the cliff (GIDON, 1990), with a di-

rection of about N60-70. Note that the global di-

rection of the Saint Eynard cliff (N45) is different 

from the syncline axis (N10). 

The whole cliff was surveyed by airborne laser 

scanning (ALS) in 2011. A first 750m long zone 

of interest (figure 1) has been yearly surveyed by 

TLS since 2009. A second 300m long zone if 

interest, was surveyed by TLS in 2013. This study 

is focused on the lower cliff because of its higher 

rockfall activity compared to the upper cliff. 

3.  Structural analysis by laser scanner 

Based on point clouds obtained from airborne and 

terrestrial laser scanning, the software Coltop3D 

helped to determine the main discontinuity sets of 

the rock mass and their orientations.  
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Fig. 1: Left: simplified geological map of the Grenoble area. Shaded: sedimentary massifs; cross pattern: 
external crystalline massifs; BMF: Belledonne middle fault (after Frayssines, 2006). Right: zoom on the 
study area; DEM of the Mont St Eynard. A: Sappey syncline, B: Ecoutoux anticline. Continuous and 
dashed red lines: faults. Blue squares 1 and 2: TLS investigated zones. 

Figure 2 shows extracted points from Coltop3D 

corresponding to the main discontinuity sets. 

Field measurements were also made in an acces-

sible part of the Mont Saint Eynard. The results 

are shown in figure 3. The bedding planes orien-

tation varies around the syncline axis. In the Pas 

de l’Aiguille zone (location 4 in figure 3A), they 

are roughly parallel to the syncline axis and 

slightly dipping West. Near the syncline axis, 

they are dipping North. On the western side of  

the syncline axis, their dip direction quickly 

changes to the East, due to the asymmetry of the 

Sappey syncline. Two directions of subvertical 

fractures are recurrent: the yellow one, which 

has a direction of N60, corresponding to the 

direction of the main faults of the Chartreuse 

Massif (GIDON, 1990); and the red one, which 

has a direction of N90. 

 

 

Fig. 2: Up: 2 scenes of Saint Eynard surveyed by TLS, analyzed by Coltop3D. Point clouds were extract-
ed according to the main discontinuity sets defined on the stereographic representation (up left). The el-
lipses represents pole of discontinuity with variability. Down: photograph of the investigated zone. The 
dashed line rectangle shows the two scenes of TLS survey. The arrows localize examples of discontinuity 
planes, colored with respect to the stereographic representation. 
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The other discontinuity sets are minor, and corre-

spond respectively to the conjugate sets of the 

yellow set (green) and the red set (brown, figure 

3.B). These discontinuity sets are linked to the 

tectonic history of the Chartreuse Massif (GIDON, 

1990). 

It can be noticed visually (on the cliff or by hori-

zontal sections, and also on the figure 2) that the 

cliff is cut at a large scale by two types of frac-

tures which create spurs and recesses. The struc-

tural analysis from the ALS (figure 3B) con-

firmed the observation of the global cutting of the 

cliff by two sets of discontinuities all along the 7 

km of the cliff with spurs and recesses, except 

locally in the fault zones. A new set appears in the 

Northern part (locations 4 to 6), quasi parallel to 

the synclinal axis and dipping East. It can be no-

ticed that this morphology with spurs and recesses 

is not encountered on the upper cliff of Mont 

Saint Eynard, which consists of massive lime-

stones.  

 

 

Fig. 3: Evolution of discontinuity sets. A: ob-
tained from local TLS (full ellipses in stereo-
graphic projection corresponding to poles of dis-
continuity with variability) and field measure-
ments (points in empty ellipses). B: main discon-
tinuity sets creating horizontal spurs and recess-
es, obtained from ALS. 

 

4.  Failure configurations 

The TLS investigation made since 2009 allowed 

to detect fallen compartments of volume bigger 

than 0.01m
3
 (GUERIN et al., 2014), using the 

software 3DReshaper. The volume frequency 

relation and the 3D reconstruction of these rock-

falls are available in GUERIN et al. (2014). 162 

events were studied, in a volume range of 0.01m
3
 

to 100m
3
. 75% of the rockfall volumes were 

smaller than 1m
3
. 

4.1 Configurations of the fallen com-

partments 

The 3D reconstruction based on TLS data gives 

information on the shape of the fallen compart-

ments, through horizontal and vertical sections. 

Each compartment has been approximated by a 

simplified polyhedron of 6 faces, named from A 

to F according to the figure 6.A. This approxima-

tion by a 6 faces polyhedron appears to be close 

to the real shape of the compartments. The com-

partments are always cut by two bedding planes. 

As these planes are slightly inclined, their height 

has been defined perpendicular to them. The 

width has been defined parallel to the cliff and the 

depth perpendicular to it. The height/width aver-

age ratio is 0.92, and the height/depth average 

ratio is 1.56. Figure 4 shows the rockfalls depth 

and width as a function of height: some points are 

very dispersed, but most of them are grouped. The 

fallen compartments are visibly not very deep 

(less than 10m). Figure 4 also shows the 

height/depth ratio as a function of height/width. 

So the typical shape of the fallen compartments 

can be described as subvertical square slabs. 

 

Fig 4: Up: depth (red empty points) and width 
(blue full points) as a function of height of rock-
falls. Down left: height/depth ratio as a function 
of height/width ratio, for each rockfall. Down 
right: 3D reconstruction of a fallen compartment 
and scheme of the 3 considered dimensions. 

 

Each face was defined as a jointed face or not, 

and also associated to a joint set previously de-

fined (figure 6.B). 

Front faces (A) are always free, whereas back 

faces (C) are always jointed to the cliff (figure 

6.B). Both are essentially defined by the F2 dis-

continuity set. Around 50% of top (D) faces are 

jointed, and bottom faces (B) are always free. It 
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means that all rock falls occur in overhang con-

figurations. Top faces and bottom faces are de-

fined by the F1 discontinuity set, i.e. bedding 

planes. Lateral left (E) and right (F) faces are 

sometimes jointed (around 15%) and defined re-

spectively by F3 and F4 discontinuity set, but 

these faces could not always be easily determined. 

Fallen compartments are essentially cut by bed-

ding planes and sub vertical discontinuities of 

directions N90, creating overhangs. According to 

FRAYSSINES ET AL. (2006), the back face of fallen 

compartments (C) in this type of limestone cliff is 

mainly defined by a pre-existing joint. Consider-

ing the lower cliff of Saint Eynard, in half of the 

failure cases, the joint defining the back face (C) 

stops on a new overhang, on which a new rockfall 

can occur, until it reaches the top end of the cliff. 

It would tend to form an equilibrium profile, for 

example of a uniform slope, which would also 

tend to minimize the rockfall hazard at long term. 

But new overhanging is created in foot of the cliff 

due to the erosion of the underlying marls. This 

has still to be quantified. Some small parts of the 

cliff already present a uniform slope and a 

smoothed surface (figure 5): there is no overhang 

and the limestone beds are very slightly marked. 

In these very localized zones, none or a few rock-

falls occurred.  

 

 

Fig. 5: Up: 3D view of the left TLS surveyed sce-
ne. White points are detected rockfalls. Down: 
photograph of the left scene, location of smoothed 
surfaces with no rockfalls. 

 

The link between cliff roughness and rockfall 

frequency will be studied later starting from these 

observations, which are made all along the 7km 

of cliff.   

4.2 Failure mechanisms 

The compartment volume and its gravity center 

are known by 3D reconstruction (figure 6.C). The 

weight vector has been built starting from the 

gravity center. Considering that the only moving 

force is gravity, information on failure mecha-

nisms could be obtained. Two main types of fail-

ure were considered: slide and topple. They re-

quest different mechanical properties of the dis-

continuity (figure 6.C). When the half line of 

weight intersects a jointed face of the compart-

ment, the mechanism is a slide. When it intersects 

a free face, topple and more rarely free fall were 

possible and the intersected free face was over-

hanging. Topple and free fall were not distin-

guished because it was not possible to know 

where the rock bridges were and it did not permit 

to know the real fall movement.  

The topple mechanism is largely dominant (more 

than 80%), emphasised by the configurations of 

the compartments, which are overhanging, and 

the global cliff morphology: discontinuities are 

sub horizontal (bedding planes) and sub vertical 

(fracturing). This doesn’t create lots of sliding 

planes.  

 

 

Fig. 6: A: scheme of the 6 faces approximation; 
B: distribution of directions of the faces; C: ex-
amples and schemes of the failure mechanisms, 
and proportions of failure mechanisms. 

 

5.  Conclusion 

The rock mass structure has been studied from 

laser scanner data completed with field measure-

ments. The results are consistent with the struc-

tural context of the Sappey syncline and the Char-

treuse Massif. The cliff surface is defined essen-

tially by the main discontinuity sets: subvertical 
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fractures and bedding planes making up over-

hangs.  

The failure configurations and mechanisms have 

been studied by comparing successive TLS point 

clouds. In the Mont Saint Eynard thinly bedded 

limestone cliff, the prone-to-fall configurations 

are overhangs and the main failure mechanism is 

topple. Typical fallen compartments can be de-

scribed as subvertical square slabs. 
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